In spatial science and urban applications, "space" is presented by multiple disciplines as a notion referencing our living environment. Space is used as a general term to help understand particular characteristics of the environment. However, the definition and perception of space varies and these variations have to be harmonised. For example, space may have diverse definitions and classification, the same environment may be abstracted/modelled by contradicting notions of space, which can lead to inconsistencies and misunderstandings. In this paper, we seek to investigate and document the state-of-the-art in the research of "space" regarding its definition, classification, modelling and utilization (2D/3D) in spatial sciences and urban applications. We focus on positioning, navigation, building micro-climate and thermal comfort, landscape, urban planning and design, urban heat island, interior design and planning, transportation and intelligent space. We review 147 research papers, technical reports and on-line resources. We compare the presented space concepts with respect to five criteria-classification, boundary, modelling components, use of standards and granularity. The review inventory is intended for both scientists and professionals in the spatial industry, such as companies, national mapping agencies and governments, and aim to provide a reference to better understand and employ the "space" while working across disciplines.
Introduction
Space is an important notion in the human lexicon that aims to indicate physical or imaginary parts of living environments. WordNet, one of the largest lexical English databases provides nine meanings of the noun "space", three of which are very relevant to this study [1] . Space is "the unlimited expanse in which everything is located", "an empty area, usually bounded in some way between things" and "an area reserved for some particular purpose". These three expressions clearly indicate the diversity in perceiving and describing space-empty or containing things, unlimited or bounded, physical or imaginary.
Most of the English dictionaries provide a more philosophical definition to reflect the fundamental importance of space to the understanding of the physical universe. Table 1 summarises the definitions found in seven dictionaries and lexical databases. As can be seen, four dictionaries consider space continuous, "boundless" and "empty". But space can also be perceived as portion of the space, such as space in a room. The definitions are not that explicit in specifying whether the spaces are empty or imaginary. The notion of limitless space is expressed by referring to its metrics in a three dimensional reference frame. The distinction between indoor and outdoor is introduced in a very intuitive way: the space inside of a structure (interior of a house, building, etc.,) is indoor space, while the space outside the structure is outdoor space.
In daily life, humans more often refer to portions of space such as areas or locations rather than universal unlimited space. Everyday expression such as "the space is packed with people", "there is no space in this room", "the kitchen space is spacious" suggest that the people tend to think of spaces as singletons (unique and self contained) enclosed by physical or imaginary boundaries. The singletons are assigned a broad spectrum of properties and these properties can range from personal to communal. Ashihara [2] argues that we can distinguish between bounded space and unbounded nature space, in which bounded space is considered to be positive space, since it is created to fulfil human (who use this space) intentions and functions while the unbounded nature space is negative. This paper embraces this human reference of space.
This approach is preserved when space is modelled by different disciplines in digital counterparts of real world. Researchers and developers discretize space into portions to be able to introduce useful properties, represent relations and visualise them [3] . Examples of such properties are weather conditions (temperature, humidity, wind), accessibility (accessible, partially accessible, non-accessible) or legal rights (right to cross, ownership). As the literature shows the portion of space has been referred to as to space unit, space cell or as just space. For the scope of this paper we will use the more formal notion of Cell when referring to a bounded portion of space.
Barriers such as walls, floors, ceilings are commonly used to create or separate indoor cells. Imaginary boundaries can be used to distinguish between space units outdoors for landscape planning. Combination of imaginary and physical boundaries can be used to partition spaces for leisure, drying laundry, growing plants [4] , sheltering from the sun and wind [5] and similar activities [6] [7] [8] . Cells have been introduced in different disciplines related to urban applications (Figure 1 , such as positioning and navigation [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] (indoor [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] , outdoor [30] [31] [32] ), building micro-climate and thermal comfort [4, [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] , landscape, urban planning and design [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] , urban heat island [45] [46] [47] , interior design [48] [49] [50] , transportation [51] [52] [53] [54] and intelligent space [55] [56] [57] [58] . 
Sources Space Indoor Outdoor
Princeton WorldNetWeb [59] Space is either unlimited expand or an empty area usually bounded in some way between things (e.g., the architect left space in front of the building) or an area reserved for some particular purpose (e.g., the laboratory's floor space).
Indoor is located, suited for or taking place within, a building, for example, indoor activities for a rainy day; an indoor pool.
Outdoor is also called as out-of-door or outside, which is located, suited for or taking place in the open air, that is, outdoor clothes; badminton and other outdoor games; a beautiful outdoor setting for the wedding.
Oxford Dictionary [60] Space is a continuous area or expanse which is free, available or unoccupied; An area of land which is not occupied by buildings.
Indoor is situated, conducted or used within a building or under cover. The origin of indoor is from in (as a preposition) + door in early 18th century, superseding earlier within-door.
Outdoor is a done, situated or used out of doors.
Merriam-Webster [61] Space is a boundless three-dimensional extent in which objects and events occur and have relative position and direction, for example, infinite space and time. Or a physical space independent of what occupies is called also absolute space.
Indoor is of or relating to the interior of a building; done, living, located or used inside a building.
Outdoor is of or relating to the outdoors; not enclosed: having no roof. done, used or located outside a building.
Dictionary [62] Space is the unlimited or incalculably great three-dimensional realm or expanse in which all material objects are located and all events occur. It also can be defined as the portion or extent of this in a given instance; extent or room in three dimensions, for instance, the space occupied by a body.
Indoor means occurring, used, etc., in a house or building, rather than out of doors, for example, indoor games.
Outdoor means taking place, existing or intended for use in the open air, for example, outdoor games, outdoor clothes. Also out-of-door; out of doors; in the open air; the world outside of or away from houses.
Cambridge Dictionary [63] Space is an empty area that is available to be used. From the dimension of view, the space is the area around everything that exists, continuing in all directions.
Indoor means happening, used or existing inside a building, for example, indoor sports/activities, an indoor racetrack/swimming pool.
Outdoor means existing, happening or done outside, rather than inside a building, for example, an outdoor swimming pool/festival, outdoor clothes; Or liking/relating to outdoor activities, such as walking and climbing.
Collins Dictionary [64]
Space refers to an area that is empty or available and the area can be any size. Space means the unlimited three-dimensional expanse in which all material objects are located. Space is the whole area within which everything exists.
Indoor means situated in, or appropriate to, the inside of a house or other building; Or of the inside of a house or building; Or living, belonging or carried on within a house or building.
Outdoor, also out-of-door, means taking place, existing or intended for use in the open air, for example, outdoor games, outdoor clothes.
TheFreeDictionary [65] Space is an infinite extension of the three-dimensional region in which all matter exists.
Indoor is situated in or appropriate to the inside of a house or other building, for example, an indoor tennis court; indoor amusements.
Outdoor means the open air. Or an area away from human settlements.
However, disciplines may compose cells differently for the same environment, which can raise issues in referencing or addressing spaces. This paper is the first attempt to investigated the similarities, overlaps and differences while referring to spaces or portions of spaces in different fields. Therefore, we present the space concepts developed within the individual disciplines first and later we analyse and compare the finding. It should be noted that this paper concentrates on space definitions in the context of built environments and geographical space. Therefore, treatment of space in philosophy, mathematics, physics, cosmology, psychology and social sciences is out of the scope of this paper.
The remaining sections are organized as follows. Section 2 summaries definitions and classification of cells presented in different disciplines. Section 3 introduces cell representations. Section 4 discusses cell similarities, overlaps and differences in the eight disciplines. Section 5 concludes the review and proposes some directions for future work.
Definition and Classification
This section summaries definitions and classifications of space an portions of space presented in eight fields or disciplines, notably (i) navigation; (ii) positioning and localization; (iii) building micro-climate and thermal comfort; (iv) landscape, urban planning and design; (v) urban heat island; (vi) interior design and planning; (vii) transportation and (viii) intelligent space. All of them a closely related to urban applications.
Spaces in Navigation
Spaces in navigation have been classified as being located either indoors or outdoors. No strict definition for outdoor are found in the literature, except that people regard objects in open air as outdoor (assuming unbounded from above), such as streets, pavements, squares, rivers. In contrast, research dealing with indoor environments is more explicit with partitioning spaces into cells and attempts to provide formal definitions. For instance, References [3, 24] defined the indoor space as a place bounded by physical boundaries (e.g., walls, floor, doors) and intended to support human activities [66] . Indoor space is often referred as to physically enclosed space. Underground enclosures, which offer platforms for human activities, are also referred to as indoor space [32] . Reference [67] presented an indoor space definition with the analogy to the human body. The body is a container bordered by the skin. Similarly, the wall, floor, roof, fence can be seen as the "skin". According to these definitions, semi-enclosed spaces such as a veranda or an inner court would be outdoor spaces. Indoor space in Reference [31] refers to building environment rather than natural. According to these authors, underground cavities (caves, natural passages) would be classified as to outdoor.
Only a few papers discuss semi-enclosed spaces that cannot be clearly attributed to indoor or outdoor. Examples are covered footbridges, sheds, balconies or partially roofed courtyards. Reference [17] defined these spaces as transitional spaces. Reference [68] suggested introducing quasi-indoors and quasi-outdoors but no strict definition is provided. For example, a courtyard surrounded by buildings is quasi-indoors, because the yard is an inseparable part of the surrounding building and should be included as part of the building's indoor map to ensure continuity in navigation.
The research presented above is based on examples or human notions to clarify space. Reference [19] made the first attempt to develop a framework for formally distinguishing between spaces, depending on their construction characteristics and methodology to define cells. The authors defined space as "hollow (unoccupied)", constrained by some partial (or complete) physical boundaries, where human activities can take place. In follow-up research [20, 21] , the authors introduced three construct elements (Top, Side and Bottom), which allows them to define strict rules for the classification. To quantify the space definitions, the authors proposed three more notions namely Closure, Physical boundary, Virtual boundary. Then spaces can be formally defined using side closure (C S ) and top closure (C T ). Three thresholds (α, β and η) for C T and two (γ and δ) for C S allow to quantify the closure. Applying this mechanism, the authors classified the space for navigation as indoor (completely bounded), outdoor (unbounded) or semi-bounded (side-/top-bounded). Figure 2 illustrates the cases.
Note, according to this framework, the courtyard from the above example [68] would be classified as semi-outdoor, because it is side-bounded. Although compatible the concepts still can lead to contradicting classifications if no strict definitions are provided. Figure 2 . Quantified generic space definition framework based on top closure (C T ) and side closure (C S ) [21] . On the basis of their visual inspection, they set the following ratio values for the five thresholds: α = 0.05, β = 0.95, γ = 0.05, δ = 0.95 and η = 0.6.
Spaces in Positioning and Localization
The term "space" is utilised in positioning and localization to partition space and allow to distinguish between indoor, outdoor and semi-bounded cells from the sensor (e.g., GNSS ) reception perspective.
A typical example is the space classifications provided by Reference [15] . The authors used lightweight sensing service to analyse indoor/outdoor environments with respect to positioning options for mobile applications. They partitioned and classified space into indoor, semi-outdoor and outdoor ( Figure 3a ). The outside of a building is defined as outdoor, while inside is indoor. Close to or semi-open building space is considered as semi-outdoor. Reference [18] also provided a space classification according to the reception of the GPS signal as follows: open outdoors, semi-outdoors, light indoors and deep indoors. As shown in Figure 3b , areas which have an open sky condition (i.e., unbounded from above) and provide enough satellites for positioning are open outdoors. Areas such as urban canyon or wooded area, are classified as semi-outdoors. Light indoor is similar to semi-outdoor but inside the building. These are areas around windows, which still have some satellites availability. Deep indoors refer to places without any satellite coverage. Reference [69] developed a visual aid to the visually impaired person, in which they classified the navigation environments into three types, indoor, outdoor and semi-indoor. The criterion for this space partitioning is the type of signal received by the users, for instance, outdoor is the space which only can receive GPS signal, indoor is where ZigBee signal (communication protocol) is dominant and semi-indoor is the portion of space where both signals can be detected. Reference [70] defined indoor and semi-indoor spaces as GPS-denied environments.
Comparing the space definitions in research on navigation and localization, we can conclude that space is regarded in a similar manner, that is, portions of spaces are defined with respect to the built structures. 
Spaces in Building Micro-climate and Thermal Comfort
Research in building micro-climate and thermal comfort largely utilises the concept of space and much emphasis is given on the transition between indoor and outdoor. Such sections of space are referred differently (e.g., semi-enclosed, semi-indoor, semi-outdoor, transition) with respect to their function or purpose. Without explicitly aiming at completely enclosed cells, the authors discuss possible bounding constructions. Many architectural design papers operate with such types of spaces to improve residential and building micro-climate and reduce cooling or heating energy requirements [4, 5, 71, 72] . Typically, three main spaces are identified: semi-indoor, semi-outdoor and connection/transition/buffer and an attempt is made to provide definitions( Table 2) . Table 2 . Classifications and definitions of spaces between indoor and outdoor in the field of building micro-climate and thermal comfort.
Name Brief Definition Examples References
Semi-indoor space A space covered with canopies that is related to a building and can combine indoor and outdoor climate conditions. Tunnel-like underpass, tunnels, enclosed footbridges, partially roofed courtyards [17, 67, 80, 81] As can be observed, the definition of semi-indoor space is related to the roof, because it can have a significant influence on the climate of the space. Reference [73] defined the covered space as a semi-indoor space, which is partially surrounded by indoor spaces. Reference [34] presented that a semi-indoor space can be created by using a special roof (Vela Roof) as cover to passively avoid uncomfortable (coldest and overheated) conditions, thereby reducing the energy demand significantly. Meanwhile, they defined space that is not entirely enclosed by walls, windows, doors and so forth. as outdoor. The semi-indoor space defined in the research [35] is a semi-indoor stadium, which has a roof that can be used to close the indoor volume to a relatively large extent. Thus, spectators and equipment are protected from wind, rain and snow. This space still has direct openings to the outside. In contrast, Reference [36] took the stadium as a semi-outdoor space in the assessment research of thermal comfort. In the research of condensation in residential buildings [4] , semi-indoor spaces are created by installing external windows to balconies in Korean apartment units, which are used as environmental buffer spaces to improve comfort and reduce cooling and heating costs. In research on the impact of improved cook-stoves on indoor air quality in the Bundelkhand region in India, Reference [74] mentioned the kitchen with 3 walls is semi-indoor compared with outdoor (open-air) kitchen with a makeshift thatched roof for summer. Reference [37] showed the open space equipped with overhead shed are semi-indoor spaces, which can provide the citizens with sheltered space for public activities. In their research, they argued that illuminating such a huge semi-indoor space only by artificial lighting is against energy saving principle. Thus, they added lighting ducts to enable natural light to travel through the plate of the collector shed and reach the hall on the ground floor. In South Korea, traditional markets have been enclosed as semi-indoor by installing arcades along street edges to improve their physical environment [6] , for instance, to alleviate inconveniences caused by inclement weather. Reference [38] considered semi-indoor and semi-outdoor spaces are two transitional spaces for thermal comfort. In their examples, a semi-outdoor space is covered by a fabric membrane while semi-indoor space is a studio of 8m high where its roof has 33% of zenital apertures for natural lightning.
In contrast, Reference [82] took the space, which is partially open towards the outdoor environment as a semi-outdoor space. They even reinforced the concept that outdoor space partly enclosed by a semi-transparent pitched roof (e.g., glass roof) is a semi-outdoor space in a later research [77] . Reference [83] defined the semi-outdoor as locations that, "while still being exposed to the outdoor environment in most respects, include human-made structures that moderate the effects of the outdoor conditions." Examples include roofs acting as radiation shields or walls acting as vertical windbreaks. Reference [33] defined the semi-outdoors as exterior spaces that are sheltered and attached to the building. The authors also mentioned that an outdoor environment indicates a space without any covering to provide shelter and an indoor space refers to a naturally ventilated room, which is similar to the definitions in the positioning and navigation. The micro-climate of the semi-outdoor (partially enclosed space) usually has a lower effect of wind and is less hot than the outdoor [77] . Semi-outdoor spaces in Reference [84] are areas covered by large roofs, leaving a direct connection with the outdoor environment. Museums and cultural centre gardens, university campuses, shopping and leisure areas, hotels and resorts, are a few examples of building environments where covered semi-outdoor spaces are commonly integrated. In Reference [85] , semi-outdoor spaces are defined as the spaces which are partly open in the direction of the outdoor. Three categories are introduced: inside the buildings such as entry atrium; covered spaces; shaded spaces, situated in an outdoor environment entirely. Covered streets are regarded in this category. Furthermore, semi-enclosed space [5, 78] or semi-open space [79] are used to name the space that is not enclosed entirely and has some settings including human-made structures that moderate the effects of the outdoor conditions. Some research offered the definitions only by examples. For instance, bus shelter is a semi-outdoor in Reference [86] , because it can offer shelter in the form of a roof. The semi-outdoor space in Reference [87] refers to the internal architectural space with maximum exposure to the lobbies, corridors, atrium, courtyards, passages and verandas. In the research of building microclimate and summer thermal comfort in free-running buildings with diverse spaces, Reference [71] named the space between indoor and outdoor as semi-outdoor space with the example of the space combination of eave section and courtyard. Similarly, References [33, 75] defined semi-outdoor as "exterior spaces that are sheltered and attached to the building". Balconies are regarded as shaded semi-outdoor spaces to provide the much needed thermal relief to the occupants of flats during the hot seasons [76] .
Spaces in Landscape, Urban Planning and Design
The term of space is also employed in landscape, urban planning and design. Reference [44] defined the vegetation space unit by introducing two concepts: positive (solid) volume and negative (void) volume. From the view of landscape space generation, the space can be defined with the analogy to the building spaces. All plant materials are positive volumes that can be likened to architectural elements such as buildings or wall, while void spaces are enclosed or semi-enclosed volumes enclosed or surrounded by plant materials (left figure of Figure 4 ). On another hierarchical landscape cell, Reference [39] showed landscape spaces are created (enclosed) by the surrounding vegetations (e.g., trees, bushes) and named the space as "exterior room". Similar to the space in building environment, vegetation are architecturally used as structural materials (e.g., floors, ceilings, walls). Space in this field also can be interpreted as another important notion: unit. Defining a unit means that such an entity is distinguished from the background. A landscape is considered a unit if it is possible to delimit borders and assign a distinct function inside either a matrix or a mosaic of distinct landscapes. In such a way, the spatial scale referred to should be large enough to distinguish the units from the surroundings. Units are characterized by autopoietic properties. In fact, units are closed systems with the capacity to self-regulate and auto-maintain themselves. There are several empirical evidences that are in action inside a landscape (when considered as a unit), including feedback and auto-catalytic mechanisms. For instance, the ecotope can be considered as the simplest landscape unit [41] . The unit can differ by scale. The research on the basic unit types of landscape space can be divided into three types of scales, from small to large, respectively, vegetation space unit [39, 44] , space organization unit [40, 88, 89] and ecosystem unit [41] . Units are organized in the hierarchy of scale, that is small-scale space unit sets are contained by large-scale units [41] .
In urban planning, public space has historically been described as "Public Open Space (POS)", meaning the streets, parks and recreation areas, plazas and other publicly owned and managed outdoor spaces, as opposed to the private domain of housing and work [42] . In the process of landscape space design, four steps are needed [40] . In particular, (i) establish the composition space units; (ii) propose and confirm function demands; (iii) enclose spaces by vegetation characteristics to realise spatial conception; and (iv) realize the spaces by selecting vegetation species.
The boundary enclosure gives the space a sense of domain. A landscape space is considered a unit if it is possible to delimit borders [41] . Enclosure patterns are used to express features of the unit vertical boundary, on the view of vertical boundary enclosure degree [88] , the number of sides enclosed [90] and enclosure morphology [89] . The aggregation, partition and separation of the vertical boundary composition material create an open-closed boundary, which makes external space enclosure not as completely as indoor environment enclosed by building components, such as walls and roofs [20] . Thus, another two classifications of spaces are proposed based on the boundary status and inner status of the space, including the number of sides [88] and patterns [89] . In particular, Reference [88] used the degree of enclosure to classify space that is the length of the perimeter enclosed by vertical boundaries. Then concluded that different degrees of enclosure result in spaces that vary in character from introverted to extraverted and four types of spaces are raised: four sides-introverted (360 degree), three sides-protected (270 degree), two sides-extraverted (90 degree) and object-focus (0 degree), see the left figure of Figure 5 . Reference [89] classified the spaces into four types by insulting space enclosure patterns (2, , L and ) formed by vertical boundaries (right figure of Figure 5 ). Indeed, the aggregation, partition and separation of the vertical boundary composition material create an open-closed boundary. The discontinuous feature of landscape boundary makes the enclosure different from architecture spaces. From partly enclosed to fully enclosed, all enclosure types represent for a certain existing status of landscape space. 
Spaces in Urban Heat Island
Green space [91] or urban green space [92, 93] are the notions related to space used in research of urban heat island (UHI). The UHI is an urban or metropolitan area that is significantly warmer than its surrounding rural areas due to human activities. The temperature difference is usually larger at night than during the day and is most apparent when winds are weak. It is one of the most obvious characteristics of urban climate, reflecting the impact of dense urbanization on urban environment. The formation of the city "heat island" is caused by a large number of artificial structures inside the city changing the thermal properties of the underlying surface and urban activities such as industrial production. Artificial structures such as asphalt and cement concrete have the characteristics of small heat capacity and fast heat absorption [91] .
Urban green spaces are able to provide multiple ecological benefits, that is, support sustainable production of ecosystem services and foster urban resilience [94] [95] [96] [97] [98] . For instance, the reduction of rainfall run-off is important for sustainable urban development, particularly for cities experiencing severe flooding and water hazards [93] . Urban green spaces also ameliorate the climate; filter the air, water and soil of many pollutants; and provide habitats for fauna and flora [92] ; and increases the biodiversity [99] . Reference [91] shows that green space can alleviate the heat island effect, due to the ecological benefits generated by plant physiological activities. Plants are able to absorb a large amount of heat and carbon dioxide from the environment and reduce the temperature of the ambient air by transpiration.
Therefore, spaces in UHI usually refer to (urban) vegetated/green spaces, which can be defined as areas partially or completely covered by grass, trees, shrubs and/or other vegetation in the form of parks, golf courses, forests, green roofs, streams, community gardens and yards. These spaces can effectively reduce temperature through shading and evapotranspiration [100] [101] [102] [103] [104] . Similar to Localisation, space in UHI are often partitioned into cells enclosed by non-physical boundaries derived from sensor measurements or land cover characteristics (i.e., greenery).
Interior Design and Planning
Space is one of the most important elements of interior design since it acts as a foundation where the entire interior design and planning is implemented. Interior design is the art and science of enhancing the interior space of a building to achieve a healthier and more aesthetically pleasing environment for the people using the space. More straightforward, it is the practice of space planning and designing interior spaces in homes and buildings, in which, creating floor plans, furniture layouts and designing the look and feel of a space are involved. Interior design also includes the specification of furniture, fixtures and finishes, and coordinating their installation. Therefore, it is a multifaceted profession that includes conceptual development, space planning, site inspections, programming, research, communicating with the stakeholders of a project, construction management and execution of the design. Interior designer implies that there is more of an emphasis on planning, functional design and the effective use of space, such as furnishings, colours, lighting, textures and materials [48] [49] [50] .
Hence, it is essential that the designer is well aware of the space available, its dimensions and its utilities. The space planning is a process to find a balance between positive and negative spaces, in which a space that is essentially filled with "stuff" (e.g., furniture/decoration items) is a Positive Space and an "empty" space around and in between everything else is a Negative Space. The balance has to be maintained between the positive and negative spaces and either overcrowding or skimping on the stuff is going to affect it [105] .
Space in interior design and planning refers to indoor space, which is bounded by/inside the physical boundaries of a building. Except the artificial components (e.g., wall, roof, ceiling, floor, door), furnitures and indoor vegetation, even some markers can act as boundaries for space planning. The physical 3D objects offer physical boundaries for the spaces while the objects like markers bring in imaginary boundaries.
Spaces in Transportation
The concept of space appears in transportation, where road space [106, 107] is the most frequently mentioned. Transportation refers to movement of humans, animals and goods from one location to another and in which happen in the road space. A road space is designed to have traffic area and auxiliary traffic area (space) [108] . The former includes pedestrian pavements and vehicle lanes, while the latter can be further classified into grass areas and tree areas ( Figure 6 ). Thus, specific spaces (areas) are planned and created to isolate people and vehicles although not all the spaces are bounded physically and almost always unbounded from above. The international standard CityGML provides an approach for digital representation of the transportation space and offers options to include other entities (CityFurniture, vegetation, waterbody, tunnel and bridge) as a part of the transportation spaces. Other standards such as Land and Infrastructure (LandInfra) or IFC have their own approach in handling digital representations of transportation space. Road space is a general name of all spaces used for transporting. In addition to the engineering names (traffic and auxiliary traffic) mentioned above, it is further planned/subdivided based on diverse transportation options, typically including walking, cycling, public transit and auto-mobile and accounts for land use factors that affect accessibility [109] . In other words, spaces in transportation include walking space, cycling space, public transit and auto-mobile space, as well as the isolation zones.
Another type of space considered in transportation is parking space, such as finding public parking spaces [110] [111] [112] [113] [114] in parking lot [115] , on-street parking spaces [116, 117] or managing parking spaces [118] . The space used here means the place where people can park their cars. As for the space classification, it entirely depends on the place itself, that is, it can be an indoor, outdoor, semi-indoor or semi-outdoor space.
Intelligent Space
In the last decades, the concept of intelligent spaces has been gaining much interest. Intelligent spaces are environments that can continuously monitor what is happening in them, communicate with their inhabitants and neighbourhoods, make related decisions and act on these decisions [51, [55] [56] [57] [58] . Intelligent spaces can be built to augment human capability to sense and make sense of the physical world [58] . In the research of cooperation between intelligent spaces and robots, Reference [119] defined the intelligent spaces as rooms or areas that are equipped with sensors (e.g., microphones, cameras) that enable them to perceive what is happening in them. In such spaces that have an intelligence of their own a world model no longer is something the robot has alone but a service offered by the information infrastructure of the space. In this respect, the portion of space that belongs to the intelligent spaces is a completely artificial partition, in which certain communications and functions of interconnected systems are provided even without human interaction. Such portions of spaces might include or aggregate several of the above discussed spaces.
For example, intelligent transportation spaces (ITSp) is one of the most prominent contemporary examples. ITSp was developed to lead the effort toward a cyber-physical-social system to further improve the vehicles, traffic and transportation safety, efficiency and sustainability [53, 54] . Not only various intelligent transportation system (ITS) modules but also pedestrians, vehicles, roadside infrastructures, traffic management centres, sensors and satellites are integrated in it [54] . The entire constellation would behave like intelligent agents travelling in portions of spaces. The argument behind partitioning space into intelligent transportation cells is driving safety, transport efficiency and comfort that accrue from increased traffic information, reduced driving loads, and improved route management [53] .
Intelligent spaces cannot be attributed to one discipline, rather they expected to be container of a broad range of applications (such as in homes, offices, factories, etc.). The concept of space partitioning is least specific and resamples the notion of space as physical universe. However, the notion of intelligent space is helpful in defining the scope of smart city [120] . A typical characterising of intelligent space is that the digital representation cannot be isolated from the physical environment. It need agents in the physical world to carry out actions [121] . Therefore, the intelligent space can be regarded as a container of digital and physical environments in which different things are connected by ad hoc networks (Figure 7 ). Intelligence means that agents obtain intelligence from the system embedded in it, rather than the space controlled by a human [51] . 
Spaces Representation
Space in digital world is an abstract expression of the specific properties of environment and therefore is discretized into cells. To be able to manage, analyse and visualise the space, geometric representations are applied. For instance, in research such as positioning and navigation, building micro-climate and thermal comfort and landscape, spaces are abstracted and represented using Boundary Representation (BRep) [122] , Constructive Solid Geometry (CSG) [123] or Spatial Occupancy Enumeration [124] . While appropriate for realistic visualisation, Boundary representation can fall short in performing spatial operations as volume validation and computation. Therefore, for many applications Spatial Occupancy Enumeration (e.g., voxels [125, 126] ) can be seen as alternative [127, 128] . There is no strict pattern which geometric representation is employed in different disciplines. It many cases, the geometry used depends on the geometric expressions of the modelling software, that is, GIS or CAD. Although spaces are often visualised, there are cases where "space" is just a perception. For example, intelligent transportation spaces are given as abstract concepts and we have not found evidences that they have been explicitly represented with geometry.
Examples of Space Geometric Representations
Spaces in indoor navigation and interior design are generally modelled as 3D volumes. A formal definition is 3D hollow parts bounded by physical or imaginary (non-existing) elements [23] . Many researchers have used 3D geometric representations for space-based navigation model such as IndoorGML [129] (Figure 8) , multilayered space-event model [130] , and 3D object based navigation [131] . 3D spaces are often used to derive a navigation network with the support of Poincaré duality theory [132] . Nodes in the network are associated with spaces units, which can also represent landmarks or decision points, and edges between them represent the connectivity between spaces. Moving from one node to another is allowed only when there is an edge between them. Commonly cost of edges indicates distance or travel time between nodes [133] and nodes can contain semantic information about the location (name, type, description, etc.). Reference [134] proposed an approach to extract 3D indoor spaces in complex building environments based on indoor space boundary calculation, which includes three steps: the Boolean difference for single-floor space extraction; relationship reconstruction; and cross-floor space extraction. In the research of semi-indoor (top-bounded) space [20] for navigation, the authors employed Top, Side, and Bottom to represent a top (e.g., roof, shelter), side (e.g., wall), and bottom (e.g., ground, floor) structure respectively to represent (imaginary or physical) boundaries for 3D spaces (Figure 9 ). They also proposed a projection-based approach to generate this kind of 3D space automatically. Currently, there is no research on semi-outdoor space modelling (generation). Landscape spaces are also represented by geometric representations, in which boundaries are constructed by surrounding planes, including ground plane, vertical plane, and overhead plane [39] . As seen in Figure 10 , treetops of arbours act as overhead planes, bushes as vertical planes, and ground/ terrain as the ground plane. This modelling approach is similar to the method of building space modelling mentioned above. It means that the ground plane, vertical plane and overhead plane can correspond to Bottom, Side, and Top respectively. In the building micro-climate and thermal comfort, indoor, outdoor, semi-indoor/semi-outdoor notions are widely used to represent spaces but the geometric representation is not that explicit. This can be partly explained by the fact that, on one hand, definitions of these spaces are notion-based or example-based only, and on the other hand, factors (e.g., temperature, humidity, wind speed, and solar intensity) are the main characteristics. Yet, considering the spaces are the similar to those used in navigation, we deem it possible to apply the same modelling approach as in navigation.
Almost in all outdoor related research fields (such as landscape, urban planning and design, urban heat island, transportation), outdoor spaces are represented as 2D surfaces as they are naturally unbounded in the Z direction. Only few research papers considered outdoor spaces as 3D and applied 3D geometric approaches. References [135, 136] report a model to subdivide continuous urban spaces into convex and solid voids (3D volumes) for analysis and classification based on physical measures, in which outdoor is roughly classified as urban void and the subdivision procedure is conducted based on convex polygon. Reference [137] proposes a versatile data model for analysing urban architectural void, in which space compartmentalization is conducted based on Gestalt theory and its model can be rendered both as a 2D and 3D representation.
Spaces Maintained in International Standards
The concept of space is maintained in several international standards, the most well-known of them probably being Industry Foundation Classes (IFC) standard [138] , in which the space is an area or a volume that is bounded by physically or imaginary elements. Spaces are intended to describe certain functions of the building. Commonly, a space in the IFC standard is associated with a building/building storey, which indicates that the space is interior. However, it can also be associated with a construction site, case in which that space is exterior. The space definition in BIM serves therefore for a large number of purposes including calculations of energy use, acoustic analysis, navigation, orientation within the building, egress simulations. Property measurement, valuation-related and FM related standards define various types of interior areas and volumes [139] . These different types of area and volume definitions show various different interpretations of interior spaces in the domain of property and facility management.
The standard IndoorGML [129] is an Open Geospatial Consortium (OGC) standard for an open data model and XML schema for indoor spatial information, which aims to provide a common framework for representation and exchange of indoor spatial information based on 3D spaces. IndoorGML defined the space as a space cell that is bounded by architectural components, which is similar to the common understanding that indoor space is inside buildings (such as a house or a commercial shopping centre), where people usually behave in. IndoorGML allows to maintain different partitions of space via the Multi-Layer Space Model concept. Space subdivisions can be organised as Topographic Space Layer, Sensor Space Layer, Access Space Layer and so forth.
CityGML [108] is an open data model and XML-based format for the storage and exchange of virtual 3D city models. CityGML provides a generic semantic, attributes and relations of a 3D city model. This is especially important for cost-effective sustainable maintenance of 3D city models, allowing reuse of data in different application fields. In this standard, a large number of indoor and outdoor physical entities are given digital representations. The current version 2.0 of CityGML, spaces are not explicitly mentioned but notations as rooms, doors, windows, being represented as volumes indicate that indoor spaces are critical. Discussions on introducing spaces as generic class in CityGML 3.0 are on-going.
Land Administration Domain Model (LADM) is a conceptual model that deals with properties in a wide range of applications related to land administration [140, 141] . The LADM standard is based on the generic concept of spatial unit and an administrative entity, which is subject to registration (by law). A spatial unit can follow physical boundaries but can also be bounded by abstract boundaries, which identify legally defined RRRs (rights, responsibilities or restrictions). The spatial unit can be used to represent both indoor (strata) and outdoor (parcel) properties as included in land administration systems. A spatial unit can be described by two-dimensional (2D) or three-dimensional (3D) geometry or even by textual descriptions and can be linked to other space standards such as IndoorGML [142] [143] [144] .
Discussion
Space is commonly perceived as having three-dimensions [145] and many of the above mentioned disciplines progressively attempt to advance the digital space representations to 3D. Research in indoor navigation is a typical example, although the number of true 3D applications is still limited. Some concepts of indoor space-based approaches have been attempted to be extended for outdoor, however, outdoors specification of space units requires further investigation [21] .
Almost all reviewed disciplines attempt to create cells but the formal approaches for enclosing spaces are very limited. Space partitions in building micro-climate and thermal comfort are modelled in compatible manner as those mentioned for positioning and navigation, that is, most of the approaches define cells as 3D volumes. In landscape, urban planning and design, there are two ways to model the cells: one is model them by finding their overhead plane, vertical plane, and ground plane; another one is finding outlines of spaces on the ground and using them as boundaries to represent spaces in 2D. Cells in urban heat island and transportation share the same modelling approach as in landscape, urban planning and design, which is more similar to the second method, that is, determining their outlines in 2D and rarely considering 3D. The spaces used to investigate urban heat island mainly refer to urban green spaces. Currently, the enclosure of these cells is based on land use boundaries. The space modelling process in the interior design and planning discipline is similar to the one in indoor space modelling.
Transportation spaces are mostly perceived as 2D. CityGML provides geometrical descriptions by 2.5D surfaces [108] . Based on the shape, city objects can be classified as Volumetric object (e.g., buildings) and Surface object (e.g., streets, roads, pass-ways, squares) [146, 147] . Surface objects and urban voids (formed by volumetric objects) are generally outdoor. When it refers to outdoor space boundaries determination, the literature discusses mainly urban space analysis. Among the several approaches proposed, the most notable one is the Space Syntax [148] . It converts outdoor into discrete configurations based on viewshed, axial space and convex space, which are then represented subspaces as maps and graphs that describe the relative connectivity and integration of those spaces. Reference [149] represented spaces with the axial lines based on the concepts of isovists and medial axes in 2D.
Intelligent space is the most abstract concept of all and does not currently have a digital representation. As mentioned previously, it is the abstract space in which sensors and environment can communicate. If it is a room equipped with sensors, the intelligent space is the room itself [150] ; if it is a certain area of the room, the space becomes the area [121] . Therefore, the intelligent space can be modelled based on the physical space where the equipment is installed.
Similarities, Overlaps and Differences of Spaces in Different Fields
It is pointless to constrain people from different domains to use the same concepts and terms for spaces but it is recommendable to provide a formal definition with robust mechanism for creating the specific for a discipline cells. The formalism will help to harmonise the concepts and establish mapping rules that will facilitate re-use of information from diverse disciplines and fields.
Overview of All Spaces
As seen in Figure 11 , indoor, semi-bounded, and outdoor spaces are defined and employed as the basic carriers of all fields related spatial science and urban applications. Navigation and positioning covers all the three types of spaces. The semi-bounded spaces are mostly involved in building micro-climate and thermal comfort. The interior design and planning is focussed mostly on indoor environments and therefore indoor spaces are used. The research focusing on outdoor space is very extensive, even some types of space have become a subject of research by themselves. For instance, road space is a part of outdoor but, at the same time, it is the subject of the transportation. Outdoor vegetation space in urban area is generalized as green area, which is the protagonist of urban heat island. Landscape, urban planning and design mainly focus on spaces in outdoor.
Space Comparison
We compared space units introduced in different domain with respect to five criteria: space classification, boundary composition material, modelling components, adapted standards, and granularity (Table 3 ), in which the blank items means the contents are not specified.
Classification
The space classifications and definitions vary with respect to disciplines and fields. Most of them are notion-based or example-based. Therefore, it is difficult to cover all cases an application may face and may bring some contradictions and ambiguities. For instance, indoor and outdoor are shared space notions in all disciplines. While the definitions about indoor and outdoor are somehow compatible, still differences may occur. For example, some indoor definitions exclude enclosed spaces such as caves and mines, because the definitions explicitly name the enclosing boundaries walls, doors, ceilings, windows), which are not typical for natural environment.
The indoor and outdoor definitions in positioning and localization are aligned to the common definitions in navigation but reviewed definitions fail short when spaces are semi-bounded. For example, a gas station is neither an indoor nor an outdoor space; it might be seen as a semi-indoor or semi-outdoor space or could remain unclassified according to the definitions discussed in References [15, 18] .
Spaces formed by vegetation are shared by the landscape, urban planning and design and urban heat island but spaces in the former have a more extensive classification based on space boundaries while the latter takes the spaces directly as urban green spaces. Interior design and planning works on indoor space, even the classification from navigation (functional space, remaining space, and object space) is still applicable. Spaces in transportation mainly include the road spaces but based on different agents, such as pedestrian, cyclist, diver, the road spaces can be further classified into walking space, cycling space, public transit space, auto-mobile space and parking space. Based on the definition of intelligent space, it is easy to understand that all the spaces with different classification can be used in this field. With the interpretation of space and the refinement of research, even the same spaces are evolved into different categories. Throughout all the research fields, there are only two kinds of materials for space boundary composition, one is man-made and the other is natural. Man-made components are normally used for built environment space creation, such as wall, floor or roof for indoor space creating. In comparison, the natural components are mainly vegetation, such as trees, bushes, and grass, which are normally used to enclose outdoor spaces.
For the purpose of working with unified constructs, some researchers proposed generic terms. For instance, in navigation terms such as Top, Side, and Bottom are proposed by Reference [21] while Overhead plane, Vertical plane, and Ground plane are introduced in landscape, urban planning and design [39] . Comparing spaces in these two fields, we can conclude that the space generation and modelling approach are similar, although the elements for space generation are different. The terms can be aligned as follows: Top to overhead plane, Side to vertical plane, and Bottom to ground plane. The types of formed spaces are similar, that is, outdoor (open), semi-outdoor (partially open and vertical), semi-indoor (canopied), and indoor (enclosed canopied). These two fields complement each other in artificial spaces and natural spaces.
As mentioned above, spaces defined in interior design and planning are all indoors, the boundary is also made up of man-made objects, which can be also related to the once used in indoor navigation. In urban heat island, the boundary is vegetations while modelling component is ground (terrain) only. Transportation has the modelling component as that of urban heat island but the boundary can be both man-made and natural. The boundaries that are used in green areas, can be the same as isolation zones in transportation. The differences come from man-made boundaries of spaces, such as tarmac road, concrete road.
Relevant Standards
The use of standards is specifically important as standards aim to provide formal definitions and in many cases strict rules or guidelines for defining spaces. The standards also provide a rules to apply geometry to describe the spaces. Comparing the space notions from the perspective of adapting standards, we can conclude that several standards that maintain the concepts of space can be used by many of the discussed disciplines. Especially good example is CityGML as it covers many of the spaces. The present CityGML 2.0 does no provide a specific expression for space units but it will include space notions in the follow-up CityGML 3.0. LADM can also be used to provide space formalism for many of the disciplines with some exceptions such as applications related to urban heat island. IndoorGML and IFC are undoubtedly very useful in research fields related to indoor spaces, such as indoor positioning and navigation, interior design and planning, indoor intelligent space.
Granularity
Granularity is another important aspect, as spaces themselves are extensible and researchers assign them semantics based on their scale and/or level of detail and reflecting the purpose of discretization.
In indoor navigation and interior design and planning, a building (or building blocks) is observed as the largest granularity. A finest granularity is floor, room, corridor or event part of room. Several frameworks are developed for further refine the granularity. Reference [24] suggested subdivision into object space, functional space, and remaining space. Reference [29] introduced the Flexible Space Subdivision framework (FSS) that allows to automatically identify the spaces in the smallest granularity. In this framework, the authors distinguished between objects based on the basis of their mobility (ability to change independently their location) into three types (static, semi-mobile, and mobile). And then, the indoor space (environment) was subdivided as object-space, functional-space, and remaining-space. Specifically, object-space is the subspace occupied by semi-mobile objects, which is non-navigable; Functional-space is the subspace dedicated to the usage of semi-mobile objects or activities of mobile objects; it is navigable under conditions; Remaining-space is the space available for navigation, which is freely navigable. Another way of interpretation indoor granularity in indoor navigation is that the coarsest granularity is indoor space, then it is further subdivided into two types of finest granularity: navigable and non-navigable space [3, 81] .
The outdoor space is commonly considered of consisting of cells using names such as city object space, water body space, tunnel space, vegetation space, bridge space, and road space, which is the finest granularity in positioning and localization. At a coarser granularity, city can be formed by combining all of the basic spaces. In transportation, road space is the coarser level of granularity, it can be further subdivided and defined into five types of cells based on the types of users, including walking space, cycling space, public transit space, auto-mobile space, and parking space.
In landscape, urban planning and design, the finest granularity of a cell is vegetation space unit (positive and negative volume in Reference [44] ). With several basic units, space organization unit can be created, which includes five types of spaces: open, semi-open, vertical, canopied, and enclosed canopied. Aggregation space organization units, a course higher level of space -ecosystem space unit, will be formed. All spaces in landscape are collectively referred to as ecological system, which is the coarsest granularity of the space in this field.
Summary
Cells in navigation and localisation are similar, which mainly refer to cells formed by man-made structures. The difference comes from the geometric representation. While cells in navigation are represented and maintained digitally with appropriate geometry, those in positioning have only been described based on perception.
Cells in building micro-climate and thermal comfort, and navigation are also quite compatible. Both disciplines operate in indoor spaces, which are formed by the same architectural components. Therefore, both fields can share the same space notions and boundary constructs. While, indoor and outdoor spaces are well investigated in navigation, semi-bounded spaces are better addressed in research on building micro-climate and thermal comfort. Re-using and adapting space concepts and methodology for enclosing cells is beneficial and will lead to an unified classification indoor space.
Transportation spaces and landscape spaces are mainly outdoor. The space partitioning of the former is based on man-made boundaries, while the latter uses space concepts that depend on natural boundaries (vegetation). But if cells have to created for an entire city, both transportation and landscape cells need to be aligned and used simultaneously. A very typical examples is urban planning, where the first step would be to identify areas for transportation and parks and continue with further refinements but considering adapting the space modelling in both disciplines to achieve the most favourable option to human mobility and activities.
Conclusions
This paper provides a review of the current status of modelling and using space in spatial science and urban applications. We have shown that the concept of space is currently being used in different domains, disciplines and fields for diverse purposes. We compared the space modelling approaches in several urban applications with respect to the manner in which they are defined and classified, the environments they are abstracted/modelled, the way boundaries are created and their granularity. We discussed similarities, overlaps, and differences in eight research fields namely navigation, positioning, building micro-climate and thermal comfort, landscape, urban planning and design, urban heat island, interior design, transportation, and intelligent space. Clearly, the notion of space is gaining attention. An increasing number of applications and standards are working towards three-dimensional notions to be able to represent parts of space. The space is being discretized in varying manners according to the application, but still, many similarities exist between the investigated disciplines. This is a strong indication that research on space modelling should evolve to cross-disciplinary, which will contribute to establishing formal definitions as well as rule-based approaches for forming space cells. The cross-discipline discussions on definition may allow to agree on a generic space concept, which can be included in standards and used as basis for discipline-dependent purposes.
Our analysis has revealed interesting patterns in the current process of defining cells. The notionbased or example-based is the main approach for space classification and definition. A limited number of papers have attempted a quantitative (parameter-based) method. There is a need for more formal frameworks, in which rules and thresholds will guide creating, using and analysing space proportions in multiple disciplines. Many of the space parameters defined in one fields can then be adapted for or translated to the other field. As mentioned in the review, landscape architecture, navigation and positioning may share the same methodology to define cells. Another observation is that the approaches to model indoor space are much more refined and elaborated compared to the outdoor approaches. Researchers that work in outdoor space, supported by the international standards, are quickly moving towards 3D representations of physical objects but hardly consider the modelling of 3D spaces. This delays the development of seamless indoor-outdoor applications (e.g., navigation of pedestrians) or 3D spatial analysis for environmental analysis (e.g., urban heat island) [151] [152] [153] [154] [155] . The difference between indoor and outdoor space can be reduced if compatible approaches for space modelling are applied both indoors and outdoors. For example, the outdoor space, although unlimited from above, can still be modelled as a 3D volumes like CellSpace [129] in indoor navigation. Such an approach will simplify the management of information and will create a platform for enabling seamless indoor-outdoor navigation. Similar directions can be taken in other disciplines where the human activity or environmental phenomena does not stop at the door of the building. 
